LinSig3 Online Calibration and
Validation
Wednesday 29th September 2021
Online
Duration: 1 day
Price: £310 (exc. VAT)
Overview
This course covers commonly asked questions about how modellers should seek
to calibrate and validate LinSig models to support their designs and submissions.
It covers the differences between Calibration and Validation (often
misunderstood) and goes through the Calibration process in detail. Topics covered
include Basic Site Data, Traffic Flows, Signal Timings, Vehicle Behaviour,
Demand Dependency and Blocking. With reference to guidance the Calibration
sections examine the problems associated with Queue Surveys and Supressed
Demand and offers an insight into the circular Calibration / Validation process
with demonstrations.
Who Should Attend
This course will appeal to experienced LinSig modellers and people involved in
checking LinSig models. The course complements the LinSig Junction and LinSig
Networks courses and the Checking course.
Pre-requisites
A prior knowledge of Traffic Signal Theory (which can be gained on the
Introduction to Traffic Signals course) and an understanding of how LinSig
works.
Course Content
Introduction :
The difference between Calibration and Validation
Calibration:
Basic Site Data including Lane Structure, Short Lanes, Routing and Lane
Changing, Controller Data
Traffic Flows including Turning Counts, Network Peaks, Matrix Estimation and
Suppressed Demand
Vehicle Behaviour including Saturation Flows (with an exercise), Cruise Times,
Give Way Capacities and Storage
Demand Dependecy and Blocking including how to assess these and how to apply
them to a LinSig3 model (with an exercise)
Validation:
Parameters including Queues, Queue Surveys, Degrees of Saturation and Journey
Times
Criteria including interpretation of data and correlation with results along with
sources of error and advice
Addressing validation issiues

Accreditation
This new course is Pending "Approval" by the Institute of Highway Engineers
Dates & Times
This course will run from Wednesday 29th September 2021 and last for 1 day.
The following schedule should apply although all times are provisional and
subject to change as required on the day:
Day 1: 09:00 - 17:00.
Course Venue
Venue: Online
Location: Online
Course Tutors
Depending upon scheduling constraints, our course tutors will sometimes split
tuition between them or teach a given course in its entirety whilst the other is
unavailable. Please contact us directly if you need more specific detail about who
will be teaching a specific course.
Course tutor: John Nightingale MSc(Eng), CEng FIHE MCIHT
Course tutor: Simon Swanston MSc, BEng, CEng FIHE
The information presented here is kept as accurate and up to date as possible, nevertheless, this
document is static and cannot be updated if any changes to the course arrangements are made. We
make every effort to inform our delegates if we have to make any cancellations and if any changes
are made to the venue or schedule. We also advise all delegates to check the website or contact us
directly to confirm course details a few days before the course starts.

